Submission Guidelines - Reopening Submissions.
98 upvotes | 25 April, 2016 | by redpillschool
This weekend we had a nice refresher on some basic red pill articles and knowledge, and I'm happy to say
it was a great success. We were featured as subreddit of the day, which is pretty cool.. and based on the
traffic stats I think it's safe to say we made them a little more popular rather than the other way around..
So we're reopening submissions today, with a few caveats. We're looking to increase the average quality
of our submissions so with that in mind please observe the following:
All posts should tie into red pill theory.
If you are posting a red or blue pill example, don't open with your example. Instead, formulate your
theory and use anecdotes to tie it together. Bring trends to the table rather than individual
experiences where you first saw TRP in action. Any anecdotes missing solid reasoning and analysis
will be removed. That includes examples with a small low-quality analysis at the bottom. If you're
surprised that TRP works, that's great, but we don't need to hear your first time, we already know.
Don't post individual field reports. Include multiple field reports that tie into a common theme or
theory. If you observed theory in action, make a hypothesis, test your hypothesis, report the results.
If you're in doubt, read the sidebar to see the sort of quality analysis we're looking for.
If you are posting about current events, include a red pill analysis of what is transpiring, and why.
If your analysis is "You are the prize" don't submit it. While this platitude isn't wrong, it provides
zero new insight about sexual strategy. And platitudes are annoying.
We're going to remain very strict about what sort of quality we're looking for.
If you're not sure you've quite got it, take some time to browse and read before participating.
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Comments
rowlanry • 16 points • 25 April, 2016 02:18 PM

Seems like a good idea to ease back into it to try and keep the new members. Also seeing they theory in practice
rather than a field report with AWALT tacked on the just seems like a better idea over all. More education and
less circle jerking seem to be the way you are steering and I’m all for it.
[deleted] • 5 points • 25 April, 2016 04:48 PM

less shitposts for us to wade through? yes please
DocForcekin • 7 points • 25 April, 2016 04:43 PM

Before you post ask yourself if anybody will benefit from reading it, besides your own ego, then act accordingly.
GayLubeOil • 45 points • 25 April, 2016 02:18 PM

Red Pill School is basically Moses at this point. He is trying to take you from Egyptian Blue Pill bondage to the
Red Pill promised land. The problem is that you're being a fucking Jew and complaining concern trolling and
building the Golden Calf of insecure beta macho poster.So now Red Pill School has to strike down all of the
betas among him.
That being said happy Passover
[deleted] • 17 points • 25 April, 2016 08:10 PM

He went up the mountain and brought down the sidebar?
Onward to the land of milk and honeys!!!
[deleted] • 1 point • 28 April, 2016 06:35 AM*

deleted

What

is

this?

LazyMagus • 3 points • 25 April, 2016 06:11 PM

I didn't know you knew the Bible.
GayLubeOil • 4 points • 25 April, 2016 07:29 PM

I went to religious school for a little bit.
[deleted] • 2 points • 25 April, 2016 02:48 PM

Wouldn't he Abraham, maybe Noah? I think you would be Moses, or Mel Brooks or something
GayLubeOil • 8 points • 25 April, 2016 02:56 PM

If he's Abraham then he has to circumcise himself. If he's Noah then his son jerks off to his naked passed
out body. So I guess all of us are Moses.
detachedbymarriage • 4 points • 25 April, 2016 05:31 PM

Setting up Lego's as bible scriptures...interesting hobby.
[deleted] • 3 points • 26 April, 2016 08:31 AM
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Little known fact, the phrase "to uncover your father's nakedness" is a euphemism for fucking his
wife, it has fallen out of use for obvious reasons but basically Ham cucked his dad.
[deleted] • 15 points • 25 April, 2016 02:48 PM

If I had to sum you up in one word it'd be steadfast /u/redpillschool thanks for everything you do.
RPmatrix • 2 points • 27 April, 2016 03:00 AM

hear hear! Thanks from me too RPS
BowlOfCandy • 7 points • 25 April, 2016 04:10 PM

150k subscribers!!!! Good job mods, great community we have here.
JohnDoeDude • 3 points • 25 April, 2016 03:25 PM

These are very good points.
The mods know what to do to keep trp clean from the low IQ toxic individuals.
csehszlovakze • 3 points • 25 April, 2016 03:32 PM

also congrats to the 150k subs in advance
Titan_Coeus • 3 points • 26 April, 2016 12:22 PM

What about posts that indirectly tie into TRP e.g. SMV boosting posts such as Fitness and corporate land ?
redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 26 April, 2016 01:36 PM

Yes those are related to sexual strategy.
RPmatrix • 3 points • 26 April, 2016 01:54 PM

I think that as there is quite a large difference between information that's based at the 'new guys', and the RP
philosophy at times being discussed by 'older more experienced' members.
So maybe we should try and develop some kind of sliding scale to nominate the "level" of "RP knowledge and
comprehension" required to get the most from the thread/post/discussion, which gives the reader an idea of it's
"RP difficulty" levels' in the thread and whether or not they are in a position to contribute -just as has been requested by RedPillSchool of the submissions ITT - make it stuff that's almost TRP2.0 that's
been given serious consideration by RP members with a solid grasp of RP philosophy.
e.g none of Rollo's posts are on a 101 level anymore, a few years back sure, but a RP noob would most likely
flounder in current TRM discussions due to their lack of understanding of what is being discussed amongst
experienced RP practitioners -- those guys wgo are now Living by RP philosophy, having passed the initial
learning phases and have Real life experience of it's application, not simply a theoretical grasp of TRP's
philosophy.
Whilst beginners are often told to just "read the sidebar material" first as it's "RP101" level I think we should
also give the new guys an idea of which sequence to read them in e.g "All in One RP101" is what it says, a
coverage of TRP basics, and IMO The Schedules of Mating is also RP101 level as is the Misandry Bubble and
new members must first comprehend ALL these concepts before they move onto others - we must crawl before
we walk -Whereas a thread like "Relationships, the Red Pill, and you" requires a greater level of RP comprehension to be
properly comprehended as does one's like Briffault's Law which is more a "RP 201" level and makes no reak
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sense to a rp noob, if read 'on it's own'.
All the way through to conversations in posts between the much more 'experienced' RPer's are discussing the
finer points of game/Holding Frame' that would be more like "RP401" level" and up ... almost like developing a
RP curriculum to take you through the levels as you progress in "digesting TRP"
Whereas I think 'dread game' (a last resort/desperation and rather beta tactic imho) in particular is minimum
RP201 level with "dread game on Plates", and "Dread Game in an LTR" being on very different "levels"
altogether, more like "RP 3-401" as it requires far more finesse and understanding of many RP factors and a
very solid understanding of RP philosophy to pull off DG in an LTR successfully, in fact I think 'dread game' in
general is a last resort in any relationship and not for 'RP noobs' to even try and pull off until they have
developed a reasonable Frame etc.
Hopefully by 'flairing posts by their "RP difficulty level"' (maybe by the mods and EC's et al' could decide on
the 'level' of any given thread,, we could help keep the noobs on track and raise the signal to noise ratio in the
more esoteric threads written by the much more experienced members, something I'd like to see happen.
Of course things like Game and Frame start at the 101 level all the way through to "RP801+" but advice on
exercise and lifting might top out around the RP 500 levels as once you've got a solid understanding of "why
TRP advocates 'lifting' and the importance of a high quality nutrition etc, once those members have begun
DOing these things, the rationale for such advice becomes "self evident" and needs little (if any) further RP
advice (also as personal preferences play a large path, i.e we all don't need to eat exactly the same foods to have
a nutritious diet etc)
However, things like "how to successfully manage an LTR with a RP lifestyle" is, in my opinion, a work in
progress, there's the "RP101" level which basically says "you're the Captain and she's the First mate" which is a
great analogy to RP LTR basics BUT as any LTR progresses and evolves it constitutes far more than just that,
i.e. "push/pull" and "Alpha's being a little beta at times (by choice of course) to maintain a harmonious LTR
I think this would facilitate newer guys leaning the basics faster and more easily due to the guidance given
slimcoat • 2 points • 25 April, 2016 10:25 PM

Congrats on reaching 150k subscribers over the weekend!
SoulRedemption • 2 points • 26 April, 2016 09:17 PM

Lurker here...haven't fully swallowed...but I'm happy to see this because certain posts felt like rants/vents or
makeover rather than useful, heavy, content that can be used for personal growth in given areas (depending on
what you prefer). I thank you for the renovation.
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
• points • 1 January, 1970 12:00 AM

[permanently deleted]
[deleted] • -2 points • 26 April, 2016 04:19 AM

It would also be nice if the comments were policed more rigorously. I know the mods are busy, last thing I want
is to ask more of them but the lack of quality new posts is not as serious an issue as the sea of idiotic and
offensive comments in here. The vitriol and hate levelled at each other in here is completely unnacceptable and
juvenile. Junior members should get a 30 day ban for significantly stupid or disrespectful comments. We need
some fucking respect in this club.
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Members do not want to dob in other members for offensive/ disrespectful comments because this is feminine
and weak to complain and ask the mods for help. So unfortunately it will be left up to the mods. If they want
help identifying toxic comments then I volunteer, so mods, PM me if you want that help. The pups in here need
some beatings from their elders so they can learn some goddamn manners and respect. Let the beatings
commence......
redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 26 April, 2016 01:37 PM

If you see something bad- report it. The mods will find it that way.
[deleted] • 1 point • 27 April, 2016 05:55 AM

Sure, I will do that, I did not want to as it seems weak to "dob" people in but I care about the site. I will
reserve reports for the most offensive and dangerous stuff. I am not a prude and robust masculine debate
is one of the reasons I am here.
RPmatrix • 2 points • 29 April, 2016 04:23 PM

I did not want to as it seems weak to "dob" people in
you're not dobbing in people so much as you're dobbing in their post
It's all good bro
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